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Abstract

E-Agriculture, or Smart Farming, refers to the design, development, and application of innovative methods to use
modern information and communication technologies (ICTs), such as the Internet of Things (IoT) and machine learn-
ing, to move towards more sustainable agricultural and farming practices. The integration of blockchain technology
in farming is gaining attention for its potential to migrate from the centralized and monopolistic model that shapes
today’s food value chain. This paper highlights the fact that most of today’s blockchain-based farming frameworks
focus on food tracking and traceability. Only rarely does research focus on the design of digital marketplaces to
support the trading of agricultural goods between farmers and potentially interested third party stakeholders; equally
rarely are performance evaluations performed for the proposed frameworks. The latter is where this paper contributes
the most by, not only proposing a novel blockchain-based farming marketplace platform (called “FarMarketplace”),
but also a comprehensive methodology to help software solution integrators to better understand and measure how a
given configuration setting of such a platform can influence the overall quality of service performance in the long run.
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1. Introduction1

Agriculture is a sector that is in constant demand.2

Owing to the increased global population and limited3

(or scarce) resources, this demand is continuously in-4

creasing, enlarging the demand-supply gap (Blandford,5

2019). This clearly poses new challenges including the6

lack of traceability and control throughout the food sup-7

ply chain, lack of quality assurance, and trust challenges8

resulting from the growth and consolidation of corpo-9

rate monopoly power in the food industry (Zhao et al.,10

2019). Consequently, farmers and the food industry in11

general are increasingly searching for and adopting new12

strategies based on modern ICT such as the IoT, cloud13

computing, big data, and blockchain (Rabah, 2018; Lin14

et al., 2017; Aker et al., 2016). These emerging tech-15

nologies have led to the phenomenon of e-agriculture,16

also referred to as Agriculture 4.0 or smart farming/-17
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precision1 (Lezoche et al., 2020; Wolfert et al., 2017;18

Vermesan and Friess, 2016), which contributes to mak-19

ing farms more connected, intelligent, and thus more20

sustainable (Krishnan et al., 2020; Kamble et al., 2019;21

Klerkx et al., 2019; Rose and Chilvers, 2018).22

The emergence of blockchain technology, a dis-23

tributed ledger technology, has raised significant expec-24

tations for moving towards more sustainable farming25

systems and practices at different levels of the triple bot-26

tom line: Social, Environmental, and Economic (Pinto27

et al., 2019; Tripoli and Schmidhuber, 2018). First, it28

has the power to break the centralized, monopolistic,29

asymmetric, and opaque model that shapes today’s food30

value chain (Zhao et al., 2019). Secondly, blockchain31

offers a unique set of capabilities including decentral-32

ization, immutability, transparency, and fault-tolerance,33

which enables trustless architecture models that were34

impossible to conceive only a small number of years ago35

(Bermeo-Almeida et al., 2018; Feng et al., 2020; Rabah,36

2018). In recent years, an increasing number of scien-37

tific and industrial blockchain-based farming initiatives38

1Although one could argue that distinctions exist between these
concepts, we interchangeably use these terms in the remainder of this
article.
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Networking What should be the network infrastructure for future blockchain-based ecosystems?

Consensus How do we scale, increase throughput, speed, fault tolerance, while reducing energy ?

Contract How do we build trustworthy applications on top of existing blockchain technologies?

Social How does one govern a new economic system ?

Figure 1: Blockchain Architecture Stack and associated research questions

have appeared around the world (Lin et al., 2017; Kami-39

laris et al., 2019), wherein different research questions40

at the hardware, software, network, and governance lev-41

els have been addressed.42

Whereas the majority of the research has focused43

on investigating blockchain-based solutions for the en-44

hanced tracking and traceability of agricultural goods,45

as is further analyzed and discussed in Section 2, limited46

research has been undertaken on the design of innova-47

tive smart farming digital marketplaces to support the48

trading of agricultural goods between farmers and in-49

terested third party stakeholders (e.g., food transforma-50

tion companies, retailers, and other farmers). To over-51

come this gap in research, this paper presents a novel52

digital marketplace called “FarMarketplace”. FarMar-53

ketplace fully exploits the advantages of blockchain ca-54

pabilities by proposing generic, yet detailed represen-55

tations of trading (smart) contract templates between56

farmers, interested third-party consumers, and deliver-57

ers. Compared with the current literature, FarMarket-58

place is innovative in three respects.59

• The evaluation of this blockchain solution facili-60

tates a methodology to benchmark a blockchain61

system. It focuses most notably on the allowable62

capacity offered by the blockchain immediately be-63

fore saturation. Hence, this evaluation is based on64

the expected contract emission throughput and its65

latency according to the block size. Consequently,66

the notion of capacity, the maximum throughout67

that the chain can support is introduced. Phenom-68

ena around the capacity are also presented, and the69

methodology is applied for a specific contract.70

• Only limited blockchain-based farming frame-71

works/ecosystems focus on trading and propose72

any kind of digital marketplaces where farmers/in-73

dustries, deliverers, and retailers can discover each74

other and trade agricultural goods and delivery ser-75

vices;76

• The majority of the studies do not provide suf-77

ficient details regarding the performance of their78

proposed system (more than 50% do not evaluate79

any metrics), and to the best of our knowledge, no80

study has ever defined a comprehensive methodol-81

ogy to assist software solution integrators under-82

stand the performance characteristics and long-run83

capacity limits – from a quality of service (QoS)84

standpoint – of FarMarketplace-like platforms.85

The FarMarketplace specifications and performance86

assessment methodology are detailed in Section 3. The87

performance evaluation of FarMarketplace is presented88

in Section 4. The conclusion follows.89

2. Blockchain-based Smart Farming90

A brief overview of the blockchain-related back-91

ground is given in Section 2.1. In Section 2.2, past92

and ongoing blockchain-based farming/agricultural ini-93

tiatives are reviewed and analyzed. Based on this liter-94

ature review, Section 2.3 discusses the extent to which95

our research advances the current state-of-the-art.96

2.1. Blockchain background and positioning97

Increasing attention has been devoted to blockchain98

over the past years as it offers powerful tamper-proof99

logging and auditing capabilities where trust and control100

are no longer centralized and black-boxed, but rather101

decentralized and transparent (i.e., no requirement for a102

central trusted authority) (Zheng et al., 2018; Panarello103

et al., 2018). The possibility of defining/using “Smart104

contract” has opened a wide spectrum of applications105

where blockchain technology can be leveraged, and106

identified an entire new class of business models for107

shared data (Nowiński and Kozma, 2017). In this re-108

spect, a number of consortia are working on the de-109

sign of decentralized digital marketplaces in different110

sectors such as healthcare, logistics, energy, construc-111

tion, agriculture, and telecommunication (Al-Jaroodi112

and Mohamed, 2019). Domain-independent initiatives113

are also being identified, such as Trusted IoT Alliance2
114

and IOTA Foundation3, Enterprise Ethereum Alliance115

(EEA), and Flowchain4. All these initiatives promote116

2https://www.trusted-iot.org, last access Apr. 2020
3https://www.iota.org, last access Apr. 2020
4https://flowchain.co, last access Apr. 2020
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and investigate different, yet common architectural de-117

sign principles and best practices to achieve specific re-118

quirements. These challenges occur at multiple layers119

of the blockchain stack, as emphasized in Figure 1.120

“Consensus” and “(Smart) Contract” are the most121

discussed layers; the former allowing the secure updat-122

ing of a distributed shared state, the latter allowing the123

implementation of user-defined operations of arbitrary124

complexity that are not possible through plain cryp-125

tocurrency protocols such as bitcoin. However, the Con-126

sensus layer is undoubtedly the one that has the most127

influence on network performance, which is strongly128

dependent on the type of consensus supporting the se-129

lected/implemented blockchain technology. Consensus130

protocols are typically grouped into one of three cat-131

egories: (i) Permissionless (Public): anyone can join,132

transact, and review the chain without a specific iden-133

tity; there is no censorship method; (ii) Permissioned134

(Private): a type of permission is required to access135

all or part of the blockchain; (iii) Federated (Consor-136

tium): this is a hybrid between the two previous groups.137

Whereas permissionless blockchains are highly scal-138

able, fault-tolerant, and persistent, they suffer from poor139

performance with high latency, low throughput, and140

high-energy consumption. The opposite applies to per-141

missioned blockchains. It is thus important for software142

solution integrators to be aware of the extent to which a143

given blockchain technology influences the overall ap-144

plication performance.145

2.2. Current status of affairs of blockchain-based farm-146

ing solutions147

A number of blockchain-based agricultural solu-148

tions and platforms are emerging throughout the world149

(Juma et al., 2019), from startup developments such as150

Skuchain5, Provenance6, AgriDigital7, (Xu et al., 2019)151

and Farm Share8 to larger companies such as Cargill152

Risk Management (Dujak and Sajter, 2019).153

Even though blockchain is used for different purposes154

such as minimizing unfair pricing, product origins, and155

reducing multinational agricultural influence in favor of156

more localized economies (Hang et al., 2020; Galvez157

et al., 2018; Thomason et al., 2018), its primary objec-158

tive is to improve transparency and traceability through-159

out the food chain (Feng et al., 2020; Zhao et al., 2019;160

Tripoli and Schmidhuber, 2018). Figure 2 provides an161

5http://www.skuchain.com/, last accessed May 2020.
6https://www.provenance.org/, last accessed May 2020.
7https://www.agridigital.io/, last accessed May 2020.
8http://farmshare.org, last accessed May 2020.

overview of a traditional food chain, including the con-162

tracts that are typically established between the involved163

parties (Feng et al., 2020; Bumblauskas et al., 2020;164

Kamilaris et al., 2019). These contracts include the fol-165

lowing:166

• F2D (Farmer-to-Deliver) and I2D (Industry-to-167

Deliver): contract terms regarding, among other168

things, the farming or processed food environ-169

ments, origin of drug variety and processed foods,170

fertilizing, and product distribution requirements171

(e.g., cold chain);172

• D2F (Deliver-to-Farmers), D2I (Deliver-to-173

Industry) and D2R (Deliver-to-Farmers): contract174

terms regarding product distribution including175

distribution warehousing, delivery, expected176

product recipient (retailer or industry);177

• R2D (Retailer-to-Customer: contract terms regard-178

ing sales time, price, and quality.179

In Table 1, we review and classify the state-of-180

the-art studies that consider and eventually implement181

blockchain technology for smart farming purposes. The182

papers are classified based on five criteria:183

1. Objective: we report why blockchain is used in184

the study (e.g., for traceability, tracking, trading).185

Even if traceability and tracking are sometimes186

used interchangeably, a difference can be made.187

In a tracing system, the information flow moves188

backwards through the supply chain (from con-189

sumers to suppliers), whereas tracking follows the190

information forward (from the source to end users)191

(Laux and Hurburgh Jr, 2012);192

2. Smart contract support and focus: we report193

whether the study makes use of smart contract(s),194

and if so, we indicate (i) if those contracts are195

formalized in the corresponding paper (“F” and196

“N/F” in Table 1 being the respective abbreviations197

for “Formalized” and “Non-Formalized”) and (ii)198

what chain parties are involved based on the pre-199

viously introduced contract taxonomy: F2D/I2D,200

D2F/D2I, D2R, or R2C;201

3. Platform: we report whether the study has consid-202

ered/used an “off-the-shelf” blockchain technolo-203

gy/platform such as Ethereum or Hyperledger;204

4. Performance: we report whether the study has per-205

formed and detailed any performance evaluation206

regarding the proposed solutions, whether in terms207

of time execution, network latency, throughput, se-208

curity, or other factors.209
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Figure 2: Traditional food chain

First, it can be observed that all the reported stud-210

ies have been published in the last three years, which211

confirms the growing attention paid to blockchain in212

the agricultural sector. Moreover, the majority of the213

studies (23 out of the 27 reported in Table 1) employ214

blockchain for food traceability and/or tracking pur-215

poses. The four other studies use blockchain to au-216

tomate temporary employment contracts between the217

farmers and labor contractors (Pinna and Ibba, 2018)218

and allow for agricultural resource trading between219

farmers, deliverers, and retailers (Leng et al., 2018; Mao220

et al., 2019; Bore et al., 2020).221

Secondly, virtually all the reported studies exploit222

the smart contract capabilities to achieve the above-223

mentioned objectives (i.e., to meet traceability, track-224

ing, and trading requirements); 17 of the 27 studies fo-225

cus on – or fulfill to be more precise – market inter-226

actions between farmers/industries, deliverers, and re-227

tailers (i.e., F-I2D, D2F-I, R2C). Of these 17 studies,228

12 extend the traceability, tracking, or trading facilities229

to the entire food lifecycle (i.e., covering R2C interac-230

tions). It should be noted that the reported studies do not231

necessarily track/trace the same food system features.232

Indeed, certain studies such as (Hang et al., 2020; Bum-233

blauskas et al., 2020; Devi et al., 2019; Surasak et al.,234

2019; Lin et al., 2018) track the environmental back-235

ground information of a food item using sensor-like de-236

vices (e.g., amount of pesticides used, temperature evo-237

lution), whereas other studies track other supply chain238

information such as (i) incident details throughout the239

crop harvesting process (Iqbal and Butt, 2020), (ii) car-240

bon footprint at food production and transportation lev-241

els (Shakhbulatov et al., 2019), and (iii) food quality242

evolution (Carbone et al., 2018; George et al., 2019).243

Thirdly, reviewing what blockchain technologies244

have been considered in the reported studies (see col-245

umn “Platform” in Table 1), Ethereum and Hyperledger246

Fabric are the most widely adopted solutions (the for-247

mer being used in five studies, the latter in five). This248

is not surprising as they are both market share lead-249

ers (50% of the implemented projects being hosted on250

these platforms) (Udokwu et al., 2018). However, in-251

terestingly, one could question why studies aiming to252

achieve similar goals opt for one or the other? Indeed,253

whereas Ethereum is more suitable for permissionless254

distributed ledgers, Hyperledger is more suited to per-255

missioned blockchains (Xie et al., 2019; Sajana et al.,256

2018). To answer this question, a more in-depth analy-257

sis of these studies should be performed to identify the258

exact system requirements and constraints.259

Finally, it can be observed in Table 1 (see col-260

umn “Performance”) that less than half of the reviewed261

studies performed experimental evaluations of their so-262

lutions. In our opinion, this clearly indicates that263

blockchain-based farming remains in its infancy, where264

the focus is more on architectural and functional design265

choices than on performance benchmarking. For studies266

evaluating the performance of their solution, through-267

put and latency are the most used metrics, considered268

in 65% and 50%, respectively, of the reviewed litera-269

ture). Throughput corresponds to the number of suc-270

cessful transactions per second (a transaction being suc-271

cessful if it has been validated and committed to a new272

block); latency corresponds to the delay between the273

emission of a transaction and its commitment to a new274

block. It can be observed that only a small number of275

studies evaluated security aspects. The main reason for276

this is that the majority of the proposed solutions rely on277

off-the-shelf blockchain solutions, whose security per-278

formance – which is characterized by the number of279

trusted participants required to secure the blockchain280

– has been widely studied and described in the literature281
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Table 1: Current state of affairs of Smart Farming initiatives

Reference Objective Smart Contract (SC) support & focus Platform Performance
SCs (F-I)2D D2(F-I) D2R R2C

(Pinna and Ibba, 2018) Temp employ. F 2 2 2 2 Ethereum -
(Devi et al., 2019) Track N/F 2 2 2 2 Ethereum 1. Latency
(Patil et al., 2017) Track - 4 2 2 2 N/S -
(Tse et al., 2017) Trace - 4 2 2 2 N/S -
(Carbone et al., 2018) Track N/F 4 2 2 2 Hyperledger -
(Hang et al., 2020) Track F 4 2 2 2 Hyperledger

(v1.4.3)
1. Throughput
2. Latency

(Lin et al., 2017) Trace & Track N/F 4 2 2 2 - -
(Lucena et al., 2018) Track N/F 4 4 2 2 Hyperledger -
(Mao et al., 2019) Trade N/F 4 4 4 2 Own (FTSCON) 1. Exec. time

2. Merchant profit,
3. Security

(Tian, 2017) Trace N/F 4 4 4 2 Ethereum -
(Bore et al., 2020) Trade N/F 4 4 4 2 Hyperledger 1. Throughput

2. Latency
(Stefanova and Salampasis,
2019)

Trace N/F 4 4 4 2 Hyperledger -

(Leng et al., 2018) Trade N/F 4 4 4 2 N/S 1. Throughput
2. Latency

(Kumar and Iyengar, 2017) Trace & Track N/F 4 4 4 2 - -
(Iqbal and Butt, 2020) Track N/F 4 4 4 2 - 1. ZigBee-related
(George et al., 2019) Trace & Track N/F 4 4 4 4 - -
(Caro et al., 2018) Trace & Track N/F 4 4 4 4 Ethereum &

Hyperledger
1. Throughput
2. Latency
3. CPU

(Surasak et al., 2019) Trace & Track N/F 4 4 4 4 SQL-based -
(Bumblauskas et al., 2020) Trace & Track N/F 4 4 4 4 Hyperledger -
(Malik et al., 2018) Trace F 4 4 4 4 Hyperledger 1. Time
(Hua et al., 2018) Trace & Track F 4 4 4 4 N/S -
(Shakhbulatov et al., 2019) Track F 4 4 4 4 Raft-like consen-

sus
1. Throughput
2. Time

(Lin et al., 2018) Trace N/F 4 4 4 4 - -
(Reddy and Kumar, 2020) Trace & Track N/F 4 4 4 4 - -
(Xie et al., 2017) Track F 4 4 4 4 Ethereum (v1.9) 1. Throughput
(Papa, 2017) Trace N/F 4 4 4 4 - -
(Awan et al., 2019) Trace & Track N/F 4 4 4 4 N/S 1. Throughput

(Ali et al., 2018; Xiao et al., 2020). In fact, the security282

level of a given blockchain technology is directly de-283

rived from the consensus protocol supporting the chain.284

For example, in proof-of-work (PoW) consensus, the285

number of honest miners must be greater than 51%;286

this number must be ≥ 66% in Byzantine fault toler-287

ance (BFT) consensus algorithms Vukolić (2015). As288

a general remark, the current literature does not ad-289

dress sufficient attention to properly analyzing the ex-290

tent to which a given architectural design choice can in-291

fluence the long-run capacity limits (in transactions/sec-292

ond Tx/s) of the proposed system, and hence by defini-293

tion, on the overall (end-to-end) QoS. As an example,294

latency is directly dependent on the throughput, and can295

be negatively influenced by a high delay of transaction296

propagation. Furthermore, if the throughput is less than297

the transaction asking rate, congestion is likely to occur,298

which results in an increase in latency. Such interactions299

between blockchain- and infrastructure-related parame-300

ters are rarely analyzed and considered in the literature,301

thus requiring further research.302

2.3. Positioning and Contribution of this research work303

Based on the literature review presented in the previ-304

ous section, we stress three important facts.305

1. The vast majority of the studies are dedicated to306

traceability and tracking along supply chains, and307

conversely, only a limited number focus on trading,308

i.e., digital marketplaces where farmers/industries,309

deliverers, and retailers can discover each other310

and trade agricultural goods and delivery services.311

2. The vast majority of the studies use on-the-shelf312

blockchain technologies; in particular, Ethereum313

or Hyperledger Fabric.314
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Figure 3: Overview of the FarMarket ecosystem and associated interactions between stakeholders and supporting marketplace

3. The vast majority of the studies do not provide315

sufficient details regarding the performance of the316

proposed system (more than 50% of the studies do317

not evaluate any metrics). This lack of compre-318

hensive evaluation in the studies, combined with319

the lack of details regarding the implemented smart320

contracts (only 20% of the studies provide rel-321

evant details) and lack of details regarding the322

blockchain configuration, which has a direct im-323

pact on the overall system performance, makes324

it difficult to compare existing blockchain-based325

farming frameworks.326

Given the above findings, this paper advances the cur-327

rent state-of-the-art in two respects. First, a novel digital328

marketplace for agricultural product trading purposes is329

proposed, which is in agreement with research by Mao330

et al. (2019); Bore et al. (2020); Leng et al. (2018). Sec-331

ondly, a representation of the interactions that occur be-332

tween blockchain- and/or infrastructure-related param-333

eters is presented. This representation not only provides334

software solution integrators with a holistic overview of335

possible interactions, but also facilitates the analysis of336

the system (QoS) performance limitations in the long337

run.338

3. FarMarket ecosystem339

The digital FarMarletplace proposed in this study is340

a part of a larger ecosystem referred to as “FarMarket”.341

The building blocks supporting this ecosystem are pre-342

sented in Section 3.1 and the smart contract templates343

specified for trading are further detailed in Section 3.2.344

In Section 3.3, key performance indicators in the perfor-345

mance evaluation process of a FarMarket-like ecosys-346

tem are discussed.347

3.1. Ecosystem services and supporting architecture348

An overview of the different stakeholders and soft-349

ware/hardware components supporting the FarMarket350

ecosystem is depicted in Figure 3. This ecosystem is351

designed to:352

• collect agricultural bids/contracts published by353

farmers or other like-minded providers (see À in354

Figure 3);355

• notify consumers that new bids/contracts are avail-356

able, allowing them to select/purchase one or more357

contracts/bids (see Á);358

• notify deliverers that new delivery offers are avail-359

able, allowing them to select one or more offers360

(see Â), which – if accepted by the farmer and con-361

sumer – implies that the deliverer must collect and362

6



deliver the asset associated to the bid/contract (see363

Ã and Ä), upon which they will be paid;364

• allow all stakeholders to evaluate the service qual-365

ity, namely (i) the consumer can evaluate the qual-366

ity of the delivery service (e.g., punctuality, profes-367

sionalism) and the received agricultural goods, (ii)368

the deliverer can evaluate the quality of the farmer369

and consumer (e.g., punctuality, accuracy of the370

specified location); and (iii) the farmer can eval-371

uate the quality of the delivery service.372

To achieve the above functionalities, three main373

building blocks have been designed and integrated into374

the FarMarket ecosystem.375

1. FarMarketchain: This refers to the blockchain and376

associated smart contracts. A database, denoted by377

DB in Figure 3, functions with blockchain to avoid378

storing long chains of characters in the blockchain379

itself, which is costly (only the hash of the corre-380

sponding chain is added to the blockchain).381

2. FarMarketplace: This refers to the digital market-382

place platform. It hosts the blockchain and DB,383

and has the role of intermediary between the dif-384

ferent ecosystem stakeholders.385

3. FarMarketApp: This refers to the App that allows386

stakeholders to benefit from the set of services of-387

fered by the FarMarket ecosystem.388

Using an exterior database to store data is a common389

practice in blockchain development. Indeed, it may be-390

come expensive to store raw information in a distributed391

ledger, as each transaction usually implies a fee, and392

storing only the hash of information stored in a database393

(allowing for verifying the data integrity by comparing394

that hash at any given time) is a widely adopted alter-395

native. This database is, in our case, a server but can396

be substituted by a private cloud Sumathi et al (2020) or397

IPFS (InterPlanetary File System) to allow for fully de-398

centralized peer-to-peer framework Singh et al (2019).399

As the access control of data is not the main focus of400

this paper, all data is freely accessible, although more401

advanced access control strategies could be adopted in402

the future, as defining a XACML politic Ramli et al403

(2014) or adopting a blockchain-based solution Maesa404

et al (2017); Esposito et al (2021).405

3.2. Smart farming contracts406

The set of interactions (or communications) occur-407

ring between the previously introduced building blocks408

Algorithm 1: create SCBidi

Input : IDUser , Desc
1 SCIDFar

Bidi ← IDUser; // Initialize contract’s owner ID

2 SC#Desc
Bidi ← hash(Desc); // Compute #Desc value

3 SCPFar
Bidi ← priceBid(Descquant, Desctype...); // Compute bid

price

4 SCbalance
Bidi ← 0; // Initialize bid’s balance

5 SCstate
Bidi ← Available; // Initialize contract state

Output: SCBidi

Algorithm 2: purchase SCBidi

Input : locIDCon , IDUser , Desc, amount, PDel

1 if SCstate
Bidi == Available & amount ==

(
SCPFar

Bidi + PDel

)
then

2 SCIDCon
Bidi ← IDUser ; // Update consumer’s location

3 SCPDel
Bidi ← PDel; // Set service delivery price

4 Desc← Desc ∪ {locIDCon }; // Update DB description

5 SC#Desc
Bidi ← hash(Desc); // Compute new #Desc value

6 SCbalance
Bidi ← amount; // Deposit

7 IDbalance
Con ← IDbalance

Con − amount; // Update balance

8 SCstate
Bidi ←WaitForDeliverer; // Update SC state

Output: SCBidi

and stakeholders are further detailed in Figure 4 in the409

form of a sequence diagram.410

First, consumers and deliverers can look for bids and411

pending delivery offers (cf., Ê in Figure 4), and possi-412

bly subscribe to the FarMarketplace platform to be noti-413

fied whenever a new bid/offer is published (the Message414

Queuing Telemetry Transport protocol is being used in415

this respect). Farmers can publish new bids by speci-416

fying – via the FarMarketApp – information related to417

their bid (cf., Ë). This action calls the bid creation func-418

tion detailed in Algorithm 1, where SCBidi refers to a419

given smart contract (i referring to the ith contract). In420

fact, two input parameters are sent by the FarMarke-421

tApp to Algorithm 1, namely, (i) Farmer’s ID and (ii)422

Description (consisting of several information items as423

detailed in Table 2). Based on these two input param-424

eters, five immutable attributes – also referred to as425

“state variables” – are extracted/derived to be stored in426

the FarMarketchain, namely: (i) Farmer’s ID, (ii) hash427

value of the bid description, (iii) bid price, (iv) contract428

balance, and (v) contract state. The input parameters429

communicated by FarMarketApp and derived state vari-430

ables are summarized in Table 2.431

At this stage, the contract is available on the market-432

place and consumers have been notified of its existence433

(Ì). When a consumer selects a bid for purchase (cf.,434

Í), the purchase function of SCBidi is executed, as de-435

tailed in Algorithm 2. The purpose of this function/al-436

gorithm is to verify that the contract is in the correct437

state (should be Available for purchase) and that the438
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Farmer

FarMarket-
App

FarMarketplace
FarMarketChain

SCBidi SCAll

FarMarketDB Deliver Consumer

➊
look for bids

➊
look for pending bid deliveries

➋
publish new bid

●➋
create bid

cf., Algo 1 ➋
‘#description’

➋
@SCBidi

●➌
success notification

➌
notify consumer of a new bid in the catalog

➍
purchase bidi (Pbid + Pdeliv)

➍
update
SCBidi

cf., Algo 2

➍
update ‘#description’

➎
notify deliver of new pending bid deliveries

➏
select pending delivery SCBidi

➏
update
SCBidi

cf., Algo 3

●➐
notify farmer

➐
notify consumer about the Deliver

➑
take delivery of ordered good

➑
confirm reception + rate deliver

➑
update
SCBidicf., Algo 3 & 4

➑
confirm reception + rate farmer

➒
deliver ordered good

➓
confirm reception + rate consumer

➓
confirm reception + rate deliver

➓
update
SCBidi

cf., Algo 3 & 4

Figure 4: Messaging protocol supporting FarMarket ecosystem

consumer has sufficient money in her/his digital wallet.439

The amount of money required to purchase the contract440

should be equal to the bid price plus the service deliv-441

ery price, which is denoted by PDel. Note that PDel is an442

input of the purchase function, meaning that it is com-443

puted outside the smart contract 9 and then added to the444

corresponding state variable (cf., line 3 of Algorithm 2).445

If these conditions are satisfied, the following state vari-446

ables are updated: (i) contract’s subscriber/beneficiary447

with the consumer’s ID; (ii) contract delivery price; (iii)448

consumer’s location, which is part of the bid descrip-449

tion; (iv) contract balance credited with the required450

amount; and (v) contract state set to WaitForDeliverer.451

In addition, the balance of the consumer’s wallet is up-452

dated accordingly (cf., line 7 in Algorithm 2). Once the453

9The function for computing the service delivery price is beyond
the scope of this paper; however, it can be computed on the basis of
parameters such as the consumer’s location and type of goods to be
delivered

contract state has been updated to WaitForDeliverer, de-454

liverers who have subscribed to pending bid delivery of-455

fers are notified (cf., Î).456

When a deliverer selects a pending bid delivery offer457

(cf., Ï), the delivery function of SCBidi is executed, as458

detailed in Algorithm 3. This function/algorithm ver-459

ifies the contract state. If state is WaitForDeliverer,460

then the deliverer becomes the official delivery service461

provider (cf., line 2 in Algorithm 3), the contract state462

becomes WaitForDelivery, and both the consumer and463

farmer are notified of the deliverer’s identity (cf., Ð).464

At this stage, the deliverer must take delivery of the or-465

dered goods (cf., Ñ). At the moment of exchanging the466

goods, the deliverer and farmer must both confirm the467

successful reception, which in practice, results in the468

call of the delivery SCBidi function, leading to a change469

in the contract state to OnDelivering (cf., lines 4-5 in470

Algorithm 3). In the final stage, the deliverer delivers471

the goods to the consumer (cf., Ò). Both confirm the472

8



Table 2: State and Input variables related to FarMarket Application
Variable Description

A
pp

In
pu

ts IDUser User identifier referring either to a farmer, deliverer, or consumer, respectively denoted by IDFar , IDDel, orIDCon
IDbalance

User Balance of user’s wallet
Amount Amount paid by a consumer to purchase a given contract/bid denoted by SCBidi
PFar, PDel Prices of (i) agricultural goods to be paid to the farmer computed using the priceBid() function, which takes as inputs: product

type and quantity and (ii) service delivery that depends, among other inputs, on the distance between consumer and farmer
Desc Description stored in the database (see DB in Figures 3 and 4), consisting of: (i) farmer’s and consumer’s location denoted

by locIDFar and locIDCon , respectively; (ii) type; (iii) quantity of the agricultural goods; and (iv) additional comments
RUser1�User2 Rating score referring to how satisfied User1 is regarding the ‘service’ delivered by (or the behavior of) User2. All possible

rating score combinations are contained in a set denoted by R = {RFar�Del,RDel�Far,RDel�Con,RCon�Far,RCon�Del}

St
at

e
V

ar
ia

bl
es SCstate

Bidi State variable referring to the state of contract SCBidi at a given point in time. Possible states are {Available, WaitForDeliverer,
WaitForDelivery, OnDelivery, Delivered}

SCIDUser
Bidi State variable referring to a given stakeholder (cf., IDUser)

SC #Desc
Bidi State variable referring to the hash of the bid’s description (cf., “Desc”), obtained using the priceBid(. . . ) function

SCbalance
Bidi State variable referring to the balance of the smart contract/bid i

SCPFar
Bidi, SCPDel

Bidi State variables referring to prices to be paid to the farmer and deliverer (cf., PFar, PDel)
SCRUser1�User2

Bidi State variable referring to the satisfaction rating scores previously described (cf., R)

Consensus difficulty

Hardware

Number of nodes

Network structure

Block size limit

Tx asking rate

Tx pool size

Block frequency

Ommer count

Tx propagation

Block propagation

Block size

Security

Throughput

Scalability

Latency

Figure 5: Performance interaction models regarding blockchain- and infrastructure-related parameters (note, that there is no difference between the
solid and dashed arrows, they are used for figure clarity only)

successful delivery/reception (cf., Ó), which leads to a473

change in the contract state to Delivered (cf., lines 6-7474

in Algorithm 3), following which payments are made to475

the farmer and deliverer, and the balances updated ac-476

cordingly (cf., lines 8-10).477

To provide stakeholders with the possibility of evalu-478

ating service quality, as previously discussed in Section479

3.1, another function is defined in the smart contract to480

make satisfaction scores immutable. This function is481

detailed in Algorithm 4, allowing consumers, farmers,482

and deliverers to evaluate each other through a rating483

score denoted by RUser1�User2 (cf. Table 2). These rating484

scores refer to the reputation/satisfaction level related485

to a given FarMarketplace’s stakeholder. Note that the486

functions used for computing these rating scores are not487

included in the scope of this paper.488

3.3. Ecosystem-related Key Performance Indicators489

As discussed in Section 2, only limited interactions490

between blockchain- and infrastructure-related parame-491

ters are formalized in the literature, although it is essen-492

tial to have a comprehensive understanding of such in-493

teractions to address the QoS requirements. It is clearly494

not that simple to develop a unique model/representa-495

tion of such interactions, as there could be as many mod-496

els as there are blockchain technologies (e.g., because of497

different consensus mechanisms). In this section, we at-498

tempt to clarify, in a graphical manner in Figure 5, the499

parameter interactions of PoW-based blockchain tech-500

nologies. The parameters listed on the left side of501

the figure correspond to application-specific parame-502

ters (e.g., implemented network architecture, number503

of nodes/users), whereas the parameters in the center504

of the figure refer to features that are specific/intrinsic505
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Algorithm 3: delivery SCBidi

Input : IDUser
1 if SCstate

Bidi == WaitForDeliverer then
2 SCIDDel

Bidi ← IDUser ; // Set deliverer’s contract

3 SCstate
Bidi ←WaitForDelivery ; // Update SC state

4 else if SCstate
Bidi == WaitForDelivery & SCIDDel

Bidi == IDUser

then
5 SCstate

Bidi ← OnDelivering ; // Update SC state

6 else if SCstate
Bidi == OnDelivering & SCIDCon

Bidi == IDUser then
7 SCstate

Bidi ← Delivered; // Update SC state

8 IDbalance
Farm ← IDbalance

Farm + SCPbid
Bidi; // Update farmer

balance

9 IDbalance
Del ← IDbalance

Del + SCPDel
Bidi ; // Update deliverer

balance

10 SCbalance
Bidi ← 0; // Set SC balance to zero

Output: SCBidi

Algorithm 4: rating SCBidi

Input : IDUser, R ; // Consumer location

1 if SCstate
Bidi == Delivered & IDUser == SCIDFar

Bidi then
2 SCRFar�Del

Bidi ← RFar�Del; // Set rating score

3 else if SCstate
Bidi == Delivered & IDUser == SCIDDel

Bidi then
4 SCRDel�Far

Bidi ← RDel�Far; // Set rating score

5 SCRDel�Con
Bidi ← RDel�Con; // Set rating score

6 else if SCstate
Bidi == Delivered & IDUser == SCIDCon

Bidi then
7 SCRCon�Far

Bidi ← RCon�Far; // Set rating score

8 SCRCon�Del
Bidi ← RCon�Del; // Set rating score

Output: SCBidi

to the implemented blockchain technology (i.e., non-506

configurable parameters); the parameters on the right507

side refer to QoS performance metrics. An arrow from508

a frame A to a frame B indicates that parameter A has an509

influence, to a greater or lesser degree, on parameter B510

(or performance metric B). The following discusses the511

identified interactions.512

First, the “consensus difficulty” lies in the complex-513

ity of generating a block in the chain. It is known in the514

literature that the time required to solve this challenge515

is linked to the computational power of the network,516

which is composed of the “number of computational517

nodes” and associated “hardware” resources (e.g., al-518

located threads, memory, processors) (Pierro, 2019).519

These three parameters (consensus difficulty, hardware,520

number of nodes) inevitably influence the “Block (gen-521

eration) frequency” parameter, as emphasized in Fig-522

ure 5.523

The “Network structure”, which includes data distri-524

bution mechanisms, regroups parameters that influence525

the delay for broadcasting transactions and blocks in the526

chain. High block propagation delays, associated with527

high block generation frequency, increase the likelihood528

of forming concurrent blocks in the blockchain network529

nodes. Such concurrent blocks, which are called “om-530

mer” (or “uncle”) blocks in Ethereum, could possibly531

not be included in the main chain.532

The “number of nodes” in the blockchain network533

has an influence on the overall system performance as534

it influences the block and transaction propagation pro-535

cess. Indeed, the greater the number of nodes, the536

greater the number of messages to be propagated over537

the network. Another important interaction to be aware538

of is between the “number of nodes” and “security”, as539

the greater the number of nodes, the greater the level of540

security. This interaction applies not only to PoW-based541

blockchain technologies, but also to technologies using542

BFT-like consensus.543

The “Block size” parameter, which is limited by the544

“Block size limit” set at the configuration stage (e.g.,545

gas limit in Ethereum), has a direct influence on the546

“block propagation” parameter, as well as on the sys-547

tem “throughput” performance. As highlighted in Fig-548

ure 5, throughput is tightly coupled with the block gen-549

eration frequency and block size parameters, as the550

product of both results in the memory throughput where551

transactions are written.552

The latency in blockchain networks is directly depen-553

dent on the throughput parameter, although it can be554

negatively influenced by high transaction propagation555

delays. Furthermore, as discussed in Section 2.2, if the556

throughput is less than the transaction asking rates, con-557

gestion effects occur, resulting in an increase in latency.558

Given the above discussion, we claim in this paper559

that it is of the utmost importance to evaluate what level560

of performance a given blockchain-based system, such561

as the proposed FarMarket ecosystem, can achieve/sup-562

port in the long run. In this study, we are particu-563

larly interested in identifying the maximum achievable564

throughput when the blockchain is in a steady state and565

not saturated (which would inevitably contribute to an566

increase in latency in such cases). This throughput limit567

is referred to as the (long-run) capacity in this study and568

is experimentally studied in the next section.569

4. Implementation and Performance Evaluation570

The FarMarket ecosystem and associated building571

blocks (i.e., FarMarketchain, FarMarketplace, FarMar-572

ketApp) were implemented for experimental and eval-573

uation purposes. The Ethereum platform was used for574
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Figure 6: Methodology for fixing design of experiments

integrating the set of smart contracts10.575

An overview of the experimental methodology is dis-576

played in Figure 6. A pre-experiment stage was per-577

formed to analyze and estimate the experimental set-578

tings including the appropriate number and duration of579

experiments to be performed. A second stage was then580

performed to experimentally evaluate the QoS offered581

by the overall ecosystem, with a focus on latency and582

throughput performance metrics, in addition to the num-583

ber of transactions per block. These two stages are pre-584

sented in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. The ex-585

perimental results are further analyzed and discussed in586

Section 4.3, underlining the relation between the max-587

imal throughput offered by the chain (i.e., the long-run588

capacity limit) and block size.589

4.1. Selection and configuration of the benchmark590

In Ethereum, different feedback controllers are im-591

plemented to balance the security/robustness (related to592

the computational cost) of the blockchain and QoS –593

mainly in terms of throughput and latency – offered to594

support smart contracts. In fact, the hashing power di-595

rectly influences the time to resolve a block, i.e., the596

delay of mining a block, which by definition, influences597

the latency. In this respect, in Ethereum, the difficulty598

in mining blocks (a statistical estimate of the number of599

hashes that must be generated to find a valid solution) is600

re-targeted over time to control this mining delay.601

Figure 7 highlights the long-term evolution (over a 12602

hour period) of the difficulty in our setup. It can be ob-603

served that the difficulty is frequently re-targeted; how-604

ever, it tends to converge towards an asymptote. In fact,605

the system responds by increasing/decreasing the diffi-606

culty if the previous blocks are generated faster/slower607

than a specified mining block time, which ranges from608

9 to 17 seconds (Pierro, 2019).609

10Solidity codes of the contracts are publicly available at the follow-
ing URL: https://github.com/inpprenable/FarMarketplace, last access
Apr. 2020
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Figure 7: (Mining) difficulty per timestamp blocks

Compared with other state-of-the-art research works,610

our performance evaluation experiments focus on long-611

run QoS performance, i.e., when QoS no longer varies612

because of feedback control. To accelerate the control613

and avoid response time issues, the initial difficulty of614

the blockchain genesis block is set directly to its long-615

run value at the steady state. This value corresponds to616

10 × #total, where #total corresponds to the sum of each617

hashrate (the number of hashes realized by a node ev-618

ery second) of the computers in the network. Compared619

with other studies, this also allows us to focus on the620

real capacity of the chain and to mitigate the difference621

in hardware resources (e.g., number of threads, memory622

allowed, processors). This focus corresponds to the im-623

plementation of the proposed smart contract in Solidity624

(v0.5.1) on a chain shared with three computers running625

with Geth 1.9.6 on Ubuntu 18. The three nodes are de-626

fined as miners, one being responsible for generating the627

transactions. Because the latency and throughput are628

both influenced by block propagation delays (cf., Fig-629

ure 5), the nodes are connected over a switch offering630

a high bandwidth to maintain delays (which are non-631

controllable) to a minimum, and thus allow experiments632
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to be reproducible. To complete the genesis block, the633

gas limit, which as we know influences the block size,634

is set arbitrarily to 16 777 216 gas. Furthermore, to en-635

sure that our experimental platform would demonstrate636

the expected behavior in terms of difficulty (#total) and637

the influence of the number of threads, a preliminary638

experimental analysis was performed, as presented in639

Appendix A.640

Based on this configuration setting, pre-experiments641

were performed to determine the number (n) and du-642

ration (τ) of the experiments to be reproduced in the643

second evaluation stage. As mentioned previously,644

the latency and throughput offered by the core chain645

were considered the performance metrics (both being646

obtained by comparing the timestamps when transac-647

tions were generated for a contract and submitted to the648

chain). Figure 8 displays the evolution of both met-649

rics, in addition to the number of transactions per block.650

Note that the experiments were performed after a 30 min651

block generation period to ensure that stability of the652

difficulty was achieved.653

Figure 8(a) provides insight into the evolution of the654

number of transactions per block for ten minutes, for ten655

experiments, one transaction being submitted per sec-656

ond. It can be observed that the convergence is rela-657

tively fast and the blockchain remains (reasonably) sta-658

ble. This is also confirmed by observing the QoS met-659

rics, namely the latency (see Figure 8(e)) and through-660

put (see Figure 8(c)). Throughput is computed as the661

number of transactions for a block divided by the de-662

lay to mine that block; latency is based on the time663

difference between the emission and validation of the664

transaction. After ten minutes, the latency is in the ex-665

pected range defined earlier (with a standard deviation666

less than one second and an average mining delay of667

11.6 seconds per block). These experiments allowed us668

to select a simulation duration of τ = 10 min for the669

second experimental evaluation stage (a sufficient num-670

ber of samples being available, 52 blocks on average).671

In a further step, the confidence was analyzed by con-672

sidering a greater number of experiments.673

Figure 8(b) displays the evolution of the average674

number of transactions per block when experiments675

were added. The relative error corresponds to the dif-676

ference between the average for a given number and av-677

erage for 30 experiments. Figures 8(d) and 8(f) provide678

insight into the same analysis for the throughput and la-679

tency metrics, respectively. It can be observed that the680

steady state is achieved with ten experiments and that681

the increase in the number of experiments does not sig-682

nificantly change the precision. Consequently, in the683

following, each configuration is repeated n = 10 times.684

Because our main goal is to evaluate the entire685

ecosystem, the following section aims to define the686

maximal service that can be offered to support the emis-687

sion of smart contracts. It is, then, important to iden-688

tify the capacity offered by the chain to store contract-689

related information. In this respect, the experiments are690

repeated not only according to the parameters identified691

in this section, but also by increasing the transaction-692

emission rate.693

4.2. Analysis of the FarMarketChain Capacity694

Figure 9 displays the evolution of the three metrics695

previously identified; however, this time for a given696

transaction-emission rate ranging from 1 Tx/s (as pre-697

vious) to 21 Tx/s. Each point consists of experiments of698

ten minutes, repeated ten times. As the gasLimit was699

arbitrarily chosen (1 blockSize = 16 777 216 gas), we700

repeated the same set of experiments on another chain701

with a ten times greater gasLimit. Figures 9(d), 9(b),702

and 9(f) correspond to this second experiment.703

4.2.1. Number of transactions per block704

Figures 9(a) and 9(b) provide insight into the evolu-705

tion of the number of transactions inside a block ac-706

cording to the transactions emission rate. Two behav-707

iors emerge before and after the emission throughput708

value that we refer to as capacity. Before the capacity709

is achieved, the evolution of the number of transactions710

per block is linear and corresponds to the average delay711

of mining a block (it varies, yet is experimentally near712

11 seconds) multiplied by the emission rate. Once the713

capacity is surpassed, the delay required to fill a block is714

less than the delay of mining a block. This results in the715

filling of the blocks with the maximum number of trans-716

actions, leading to an approximately constant number of717

transactions per block, with minimal variation between718

the two experiments.719

4.2.2. Latency720

Figures 9(e) and 9(f) display the average latency of721

the transactions according to the throughput. We can722

again extract two behaviors: before and after the capac-723

ity. With an emission rate less than the capacity, as the724

block is not filled, the transaction is validated and in-725

serted into the next block when it reaches a node. The726

latency is thus equal to the time required to wait for the727

next block, which corresponds to the mining delay. This728

delay differs minimally between the two experiments729

(owing to the feedback control of the difficulty); hence,730

the latency differs only marginally. After the capacity,731

the system is overloaded. As the validation throughput732
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Figure 8: Evolution of QoS metrics for different number of experiments (n) and in time (τ)

is less than the emission rate, the transaction is queued,733

leading to a significant increase in the latency.734

4.2.3. Throughput735

Figures 9(c) and 9(d) provide insight into the evolu-736

tion of the validation throughput. In the first part, the737

validated throughput is equal to the emission rate be-738

cause every emitted transaction is validated (leading to739

the identity function, with minimal differences between740

the two experiments). In the second part, blocks are sat-741

urated such that the validated throughput is limited to a742

constant, which corresponds to the capacity and is de-743

fined by the ratio between the number of transactions744

per block and the delay of mining a block.745

As assumed, the number of transactions contained in746

a block is proportional to the size of the block. By in-747

creasing the block size by a factor of 10, we also in-748

crease the number of transactions in a block by a factor749

of 10. The maximal validated throughput, i.e., the ca-750

pacity, is also proportional to the block size.751

4.3. Discussions752

As evidenced through the review of the literature on753

blockchain-based e-agriculture solutions presented in754

Section 1, a large number of the research studies did755

not provide performance evaluation results for their so-756

lutions, and even fewer compared their solutions with757

other state-of-the-art approaches. In this respect, we758

propose to compare our proposal to another smart farm-759

ing contract, the one proposed by Tian (2017). This con-760
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Figure 9: Experimental analysis of capacity of blockchain

tract is lighter to emit (the transaction fee is 894 159 gas761

instead of 1 148 305 gas as in the proposed FarMarket-762

related contracts), which should result in filling blocks763

with a greater number of contracts.764

This is experimentally confirmed/validated in Fig-765

ure 10 considering measurements of the capacity for766

different block sizes (defined in terms of gasLimit)767

and linear regressions between these values, stating the768

linearity assumed in the previous section. It can be ob-769

served that the slope rate is lower (by 19%) for the pro-770

posed approach compared with Tian (2017)’s smart con-771

tract, which is in line with the fact that the proposed772

contract is 28% heavier in gas transaction cost. This773

supports a link between the transaction cost of a contract774

and the slope (i.e., the number of transactions per unit of775

block size). Given this, a deeper analysis could provide776

a prediction of the block size required to achieve a given777

throughput, for a given contract, such that the emission778

transaction rate remains below the blockchain capacity.779

In the implementation of Ethereum, the block size can780

be tuned by modifying the gasLimit of the blocks.781

However, it is important to remember that increas-782

ing the block size can increase the propagation de-783

lays, and therefore, specific attention must be consid-784

ered to ensure that the network capacity is sufficient.785

Furthermore, because the capacity linearly depends on786

the block generation throughput, it is also related to787

the delay in mining a block. By reconfiguring the788

feedback control of the difficulty (i.e., by modifying789

the blockchain implementation), such a delay can be790

adapted to support the expected capacity. Here, specific791

attention must be considered as it could promote the ap-792
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pearance of ommers through the network. Finally, this793

capacity can be increased by optimizing the contract794

(i.e., by making it lighter). From a macroscopic per-795

spective, the complexity of the algorithm writing data796

to the chain should be as low as possible (Wood, 2017).797

Using an optimizer such as GASOL (Albert et al., 2020)798

is an acceptable option to reduce contract gas fees in this799

respect.800

4.4. Approach limitations801

Even though the experiments were performed in a802

state near the steady regime for the mining delay, the803

network considered in this study was not subject to804

high network latency or data corruption. When using805

blockchain over the Internet, this delay could be more806

significant (e.g., approximately 12.6 seconds consider-807

ing the Bitcoin chain (Decker and Wattenhofer, 2013)),808

which in certain applications could lead to end-to-end809

latency and throughput problems as discussed in (Fan810

et al., 2020; Bez et al., 2019). One of the major im-811

pacts of larger delays is the higher probability of the812

appearance of ommers related to the desynchronization813

effect. The feedback control on delay would respond814

by increasing the difficulty, and thus the delay of min-815

ing a block, which explains why the mining delay of the816

main Ethereum blockchain is approximately 14.4 sec-817

onds (Pierro, 2019).818

We also stress the fact that in this study we did not819

consider the potential evolution of the gasLimit. In-820

deed, miners could be interested in increasing this limit821

( to decrease the number of blocks to mine) such that the822

capacity would evolve as defined previously. Clients823

such as Geth implement the limitation of the variation824

between two blocks as defined in (Wood, 2017) (ap-825

proximately 0, 1%). For 10 minute experiments (i.e.,826

with an average of 52 blocks), it could correspond up to827

a 5% increase in the block size.828

5. Conclusion, implications, and limitations829

5.1. Conclusion830

Research initiatives on how to integrate agriculture831

with blockchain technology remain in their infancy,832

with several outstanding research challenges and gaps833

(Hang et al., 2020; Zhao et al., 2019). Among these,834

as revealed in the literature review of the research835

presented in this paper, there is a requirement for836

blockchain-based farming marketplaces that support the837

trading of agricultural goods between farmers and inter-838

ested third party stakeholders (e.g., food transformation839

companies, retailers), which should motivate a move-840

ment away from the centralized and monopolistic model841

that shapes today’s food value chain.842

This study introduced such a blockchain-based farm-843

ing marketplace, called “FarMarketplace”, a part of a844

larger ecosystem referred to as “FarMarket” In this re-845

spect, trading (smart) contract templates between farm-846

ers, interested third-party consumers, and deliverers847

were specified. In addition to the specification of the848

FarMarket ecosystem, a comprehensive methodology849

was introduced to assist software solution integrators to850

better understand (and measure) what QoS performance851

a FarMarket-like ecosystem could achieve and support852

in the long run. A particular focus was given to the853

maximum achievable throughput (Tx/s) in the long run,854

which is referred to as capacity in this study. The ex-855

perimental analyses presented in this paper should lead856

to interesting discussions regarding the critical aspect-857

s/interactions to be considered between blockchain- and858

infrastructure-related parameters.859

5.2. Implications860

This research presented three main theoretical im-861

plications. First, it contributes to the literature on862

smart farming (or e-agriculture) by proposing a thor-863

ough state-of-the-art approach for the use of blockchain864

technology, identifying the trends and gaps in the cur-865

rent research.866

Secondly, it contributes to making agricultural and867

farming practices more sustainable in two respects: (i)868

it facilitates the emergence of local agriculture markets,869

thus encouraging agriculture and food sourcing and (ii)870

the nature of blockchain technology helps to prove that871

climate friendly requirements are met, as farmers are872

facing an increasing number of obligations for monitor-873

ing, verifying, and reporting according to sustainability874

requirements.875
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Thirdly, it contributes to the software development876

community. To the best of our knowledge, there is877

only limited research work that thoroughly discusses878

the interactions between blockchain- and infrastructure-879

related parameters, and how they influence the overall880

(end-to-end) QoS performance. The experimental eval-881

uation of the maximum achievable throughput (Tx/s) in882

the long run (i.e., capacity) is a contribution of this re-883

search work.884

5.3. Limitations and Future research directions885

Several limitations of our work should be addressed886

and discussed. The first limitations, related to our887

experiments, were identified and discussed in Section888

4.4; therefore, we refer the reader to that section for889

experiment-related limitations).890

A second limitation relates to the proposed smart con-891

tract templates, and particularly to the fact that the set892

of data items considered in our templates could possi-893

bly not cover all the trading requirements for the differ-894

ent types of agricultural goods/markets to be sold/pur-895

chased. Even though the Description parameter in-896

troduced as part of our smart contracts is sufficiently897

generic to be extended with any new information that898

the farmer/seller could deem as relevant (only the hash899

of the Description is added to the smart contract), it900

would be convenient to adopt standardized metadata for901

describing agricultural goods for enhanced interoper-902

ability. Semantic- or ontology-based approaches could903

be investigated and combined with blockchain-based904

farming ecosystems (Bacco et al., 2019; Lokers et al.,905

2016).906

Although beyond the scope of this research, one key907

challenge lies in the adoption of blockchain-based so-908

lutions by small and medium businesses. The reason909

for this is twofold: (i) they frequently lack the expertise910

to invest in blockchain (a common argument that can be911

found in the literature is that there is no significant adop-912

tion of blockchain technology outside of cryptocurren-913

cies) and (ii) clear feedback on the experience gained914

from the deployment of blockchain-based systems is915

limited owing to its recent emergence, although selected916

reports have provided predictions on the potential gains;917

see, e.g., IBM report11 that states that blockchain can re-918

duce the time required to trace the source of food from919

seven days to 2.2 seconds. It is therefore imperative to920

make blockchain infrastructures affordable and easy to921

use in the near future.922

11https://newsroom.ibm.com/How-Blockchain-Could-Mend-Our-
Fractured-Global-Food-Supply-Chain

Data privacy and security aspects related to923

blockchain have not been discussed significantly in this924

paper, although they are of importance in blockchain925

applications. Indeed, by design, data inserted into a926

blockchain cannot be erased. Furthermore, the strength927

of a public blockchain is that everyone can download928

and verify blocks and transactions, thus leaving room929

for privacy concerns. Although sensitive data in the pro-930

posed solution are stored apart from the blockchain (in931

an external database called FarMarketDB), the “hash”932

of that data is added to the blockchain (via smart con-933

tract). Other more advanced solutions could be explored934

in the future, similar to the ones proposed in (Kosba935

et al, 2016; Bünz et al, 2019).936

Our study of the parameters’ influence is also limited937

by the chosen blockchain; Ethereum runs on the Geth938

client. In fact, the diversity of consensus protocols and939

chain parameters supporting existing blockchain tech-940

nologies makes it difficult to objectively compare two941

technologies. To do this effectively, our analysis should942

be extended to other chains that function with other con-943

sensus protocols. With this extension, a similar compar-944

ison basis could be defined, enabling a better choice for945

the blockchain infrastructure selection.946

Finally, we must highlight the fact that the rela-947

tion considered in Section 4.1 between “difficulty” and948

“Blocktime” is based on an assumption (this assumption949

being further detailed in Appendix A), and further re-950

search should be performed to determine more accurate951

numerical values (e.g., regarding the average difficulty952

calculation).953
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Appendix A. Preliminary benchmark analysis961

In this paper, certain relations were assumed, as in962

Section 4.1. This appendix proposes an explanation963

of these relations based on a probabilistic model of964

Ethereum nodes. This model has been subjected to ex-965

periments to verify the consistency of our benchmark966

platform. Finally, a relation that establishes the time967

and difficulty required to mine a block is discussed.968
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Appendix A.1. Difficulty and Blocktime Relation969

In the context of Ethereum, the difficulty-related
feedback control relies on an assumed relation given in
(A.1), where τ is the average blocktime (i.e., the av-
erage delay to mine a block), d is the difficulty of the
chain (relying on a statistical estimate of the number of
hashes that must be generated to find a valid solution
to mine a block), and #tot is the network hashrate (i.e.,
the number of hashes realized by a node on a per sec-
ond basis). As the blocktime is fixed to approximately
ten seconds in Ethereum, this relation is frequently sim-
plified by d = 10 × #tot (cf., Section 4.1).

τ =
d

#tot
(A.1)

This relation can be interpreted as the mean of an ex-970

ponential distribution of parameter λ = #tot
d . Indeed, as971

the mining of the block is comparable to a brute force972

attack for a puzzle solution in a set sufficiently large, the973

search of the solution can be modeled by a continuous974

memoryless distribution. This model also provides an975

explanation of the hashrate additivity property, as a net-976

work composed of N nodes results in a system of (ni)i∈N977

independent nodes seeking the solution to the puzzle,978

each having a given hashrate denoted by #i. Therefore,979

for each node ni, the random value denoted by Xi for980

finding a solution follows an exponential parameter dis-981

tribution #i
d . The network’s random value Xtot to find a982

solution among all network nodes is therefore equal to983

Xtot = min({Xi}i∈N) as a solution is found if and only984

if one node solves the puzzle, following an exponential985

network distribution
∑

i∈N #i

d . Overall, the hashrate of a986

network can be determined by summing the hashrate of987

the entire network.988

Appendix A.2. Validity of the model989

To verify the consistency of the proposed model and990

benchmark platform, the relation between blocktime991

and hashrate was tested. To achieve this, a blockchain992

with the same initial parameters (including the same993

difficulty) was performed with a variable number of994

hashrates. The experiment duration (ten minutes) was995

sufficiently short to neglect the change in difficulty due996

to the feedback control. In the experiment that produced997

the maximum number of blocks, which is more likely to998

be influenced by this control, 64 blocks were produced,999

which could modify the difficulty in Ethereum accord-1000

ing to A.3 by up to 3% (this equation is further detailed1001

in the next section). Indeed, according to A.3, a block1002

can modify the difficulty of a block by a factor 1
2048 .1003

Thus, after 64 blocks, ∆d =
∣∣∣(1 ± 1

2048 )64 − 1
∣∣∣ < 3.2%.1004
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Figure A.11: Evolution of average blocktime according to number of
threads

Furthermore, to eliminate the influence of the transfer1005

time factor, the blockchain was executed on a single1006

machine and the hashrate variation was performed by1007

changing the number of threads allocated to the min-1008

ing. Every thread used one core of the machine and1009

proceeded independently via multi-threading. As long1010

as the threads did not compete among themselves, they1011

could be considered as having the same hashrate as they1012

were executed on a similar core.1013

Given this hypothesis, the problem is equivalent to
the relation given in A.2, where #thread refers to the
hashrate of a single thread that is assumed to be con-
stant, and nbthread to the number of threads used. Fig-
ure A.11 provides insight into the results obtained for
an experiment realized ten times per number of threads.
The relation between the blocktime and number of
threads was inversely proportional. Figure A.12 stresses
this finding by indicating a linear relation between the
inverse of the delay and number of threads, following
a linear regression with ρ = 0.91. When considering
a large number of threads, this relation becomes obso-
lete owing to the fact that threads began to compete with
each other on the same machine.

τ =
d

#thread × nbthread
(A.2)

Appendix A.3. Difficulty Definition1014

The definition of the difficulty of a block used in the
current version of Ethereum has been extracted from
yellow paper (Wood, 2017), and is given in (A.3) ∀n >
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Figure A.12: Evolution of inverse of average blocktime according to
number of threads

0:

Hn
d = max

(
H0

d ,H
n−1
d + (A.3)Hn−1

d

2048

 × max

y −
Hn

t − Hn−1
t

9

 ,−99

 + ε


y =

{
1 if Hn−1 has no ommers
2 otherwise,

where Hn refers to a block with a sequence number de-1015

noted by n, Hn
d is the difficulty of that block, Hn

t is the1016

timestamp (in seconds) when the block was generated,1017

1018

epsilon is the “difficulty bomb” designed to force users1019

to update their chain (note that a high number of blocks1020

– approximately 5 000 000 – must be considered to ac-1021

tivate such a “bomb”), and y is a term depending on the1022

appearance of ommers in the previous block. The max-1023

imum functions included in the formula ensure that the1024

difficulty does not fall below the original value, while1025

limiting its evolution speed. This relation can be inter-1026

preted as explained by (Wood, 2017): before the diffi-1027

culty bomb, if no ommer appears, and if the delay be-1028

tween two blocks is between 9 and 18 seconds, the dif-1029

ficulty does not change. However, if the blocktime is1030

not in this interval, the difficulty must be reduced or in-1031

creased to favor the next blocktime in that interval.1032
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